Description: Storm Mountain is one of the most heavily used trails in the black hills. And there is good reason- it possesses almost anything the rider could want. Smooth, fast, wavy, low angle down hills; challenging,
steep, rocky climbs; insanely steep descents; rock drops- it can all be found at Storm Mountain. The trail is
rocky, technically challenging, and sports 145 ft/mile of climbing.
Although this is one of the older, more established trails, almost half of the trail is less than three years
old due to a recent fire and a major reroute. There are over 10 miles of trail and virtually all of it is single track.
Location: Take Hwy 16 (Mt. Rushmore Rd) south of Rapid City 11.3 miles. Turn right on Silver Mountain Rd.
Go 0.15 miles to the Flume Trial (Coon Hollow) Parking lot on the right. The trail starts here.
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Follow single track west out of parking lot into the trees
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Return trail enters from left. Continue straight following single track
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Cross Forrest Service Rd 676 1A (FS 676)
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Cross FS 676. Follow trail 100 yards as it turns back left and dumps back onto FS
676. Turn right (DO NOT take trails directly across road). Take this FS 676 down
hill 40 yards. Single track starts again off left side of road.
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Cross FS 676 angling to left to continue single track
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At Y go left on the East Ridge as marked by the sign
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Turn right at T intersection with gravel road. Travel 60 yards downhill and pick up
single track off of left side at East Ridge trail sign as gravel road turns right.
At top of hill, exit right off logging road onto single track trail at Y which takes you
down into gully. Do not go to “Hidden Valley to Flume Trail”
Turn left at Y to stay on main loop. This very steep and dangerous section will
bypass the church camp and drop you into Coon Hollow. The right trail is a steep
descent that will take you down to the church camp.
Steep descent meets Coon Hollow single track
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Top out steep climb. Follow single track right
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Turn left on single track trail 15 yards before Storm Mt. Rd. Continue climb out of
Coon Hollow.
Turn right on FS 676. Go 30 yards, turn left on Storm Mt. Rd. Go 75 yards and
turn right onto single track trail.
Turn Right for Advanced Hill Climb and continue on main loop (3.5 miles) or
continue straight for shortcut home (1.0 mile).
Follow single track left at faint intersection. Continue technical climb for next 2.5
miles
Start final descent by following single track left onto logging road.
Exit logging road right following single track trail
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Cross Storm Mt. Rd. Continue straight on single track.
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Return trail hits outgoing trail. Left for another lap. Right to go home
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Completed and back to parking lot

